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Figure 1: A planar sample (notebook cover) (a) imaged at near-Brewster angle lit by a near-field display (iPad Pro). Polarization-imaging
of sample in conjunction with controlled display illumination enables estimation of high-quality SVBRDF maps (b – e). Rendering of sample
with point light from front (f), and 45◦ from above (g).

Abstract
We present a practical method for measurement of spatially varying isotropic surface reflectance of planar samples using a
combination of single-view polarization imaging and near-field display illumination. Unlike previous works that have required
multiview imaging or more complex polarization measurements, our method requires only three linear polarizer measurements
from a single viewpoint for estimating diffuse and specular albedo and spatially varying specular roughness. We obtain high-
quality estimate of the surface normal with two additional polarized measurements under a gradient illumination pattern. Our
approach enables high-quality renderings of planar surfaces while reducing measurements to a near-optimal number for the
estimated SVBRDF parameters.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Rendering; Image and video acquisition;

1. Introduction

Appearance modeling of real-world surfaces has been an active
area of research in graphics and vision with a wide range of ap-
plications including entertainment, AR/VR, cultural heritage, ad-
vertising, product design etc. Advances in digital imaging has re-
sulted in image based measurements becoming an integral compo-
nent of appearance modeling. A recent trend here has been towards
more practical acquisition techniques, employing commodity off-
the-shelf equipment.

In this work, we aim to further simplify surface reflectometry
with minimal measurements using commodity equipment. Sim-
ilar to prior works in computer graphics, we exploit polariza-
tion imaging [RRFG17], as well as controlled display illumina-
tion [GCP∗09, FCMB09, AWL13] for this purpose. However, we
exploit novel cues in polarized surface reflectance to reduce mea-
surements compared to prior work for estimating a complete set
of reflectance maps for spatially varying planar surfaces exhibit-
ing isotropic reflectance. Our method and analysis is strictly valid

only for dielectric surfaces. We also obtain partial results for sam-
ples with some metallic surface patches by employing a heuristics
based processing of the measurements.

Our simple capture setup involves a camera with a linear polar-
izer observing a planar sample at an oblique (near Brewster) orien-
tation while the sample is lit by near-field illumination from a dis-
play (Fig. 1, a). We demonstrate how just three measurements of
the surface with different orientations of the linear polarizer under
a fixed display illumination is sufficient to obtain high-fidelty esti-
mates of diffuse and specular albedo, and spatially varying specu-
lar roughness, as well as providing partial cue for surface normals.
Two additional polarization measurements under another gradient
illumination pattern emitted by the display enables complete esti-
mate of the surface normals. Thus, just five measurements are re-
quired with our method from a fixed viewpoint using a standard
DSLR camera with a rotating linear polarizer to estimate the entire
set of spatially varying BRDF parameters (Fig. 1, b – e), which is
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near optimal in terms of the number of estimated parameters! Given
the recent availability of polarization sensing cameras, the method
reduces to just two measurements with such specialized polariza-
tion sensors.

In summary, the principal contributions of this work are:

• A practical method for acquisition of spatially varying surface
reflectance of planar samples with reduced measurements using
commodity components.

• Improved estimates of diffuse and specular albedo, and novel
estimation of spatially varying specular roughness from polar-
ization imaging of reflectance under a single lighting condition.

• Novel estimate of surface normals requiring two additional po-
larization measurements under a second (gradient) illumination
condition.

2. Related Work

We will limit the discussion in this section to the most relevant
previous works. For a more detailed review on appearance capture
and modeling, we direct the interested reader to existing surveys on
the topic [WLL∗09, GGG∗16].

2.1. Extended Illumination

Extended illumination sources have been preferred over point
sources for SVBRDF measurement of planar surfaces. Gardner et
al. [GTHD03] employed a linear light source mounted on a transla-
tion gantry in order to record per-pixel reflectance traces of planar
samples. This design was later modified by Ren et al. [RWS∗11]
for portability, and Chen et al. [CDP∗14] to allow measurement of
anisotropic BRDFs. Extended area sources such as display pan-
els have been employed as an alternative to linear light sources
to help further reduce the amount of data and time spent in mea-
surements. For homogeneous samples, Wang et al. [WSM11] have
proposed employing step edge illumination for a dual-scale statisti-
cal modeling of surface appearance. Close to our approach, Ghosh
et al. [GCP∗09] proposed to emit second order gradient illumina-
tion patterns from an LCD screen to estimate spatially varying re-
flectance maps of planar samples, and exploited the inherent polar-
ization of LCD illumination for diffuse-specular separation. This
approach was also adopted by Riviere et al. [RPG16] for a tablet-
based capture. Francken et al. [FCMB09] instead proposed employ-
ing Gray codes for this purpose, while Aittala et al. [AWL13] have
proposed to capture a sample’s response to band-limited illumina-
tion patterns in the frequency domain using 2D Fourier patterns.
While we employ a near-field display similar to Aittala et al., our
method requires a significantly reduced number of measurements
compared to these above methods for SVBRDF measurement of
planar samples.

2.2. Exploiting polarization

Researchers have extensively looked at polarization imaging, both
exclusively [WB91, Mül95, DHT∗00, MHP∗07], as well as in con-
junction with color space methods [NFB97], for diffuse-specular
separation. These methods all exploit the fact that diffuse reflection
tends to depolarize incident polarized illumination due to multiple

subsurface scattering, while specular reflection preserves incident
polarization due to single bounce. Ma et al. [MHP∗07] proposed
combining polarization with spherical gradient illumination (using
an LED sphere) to obtain high quality diffuse and specular albedo
and normal maps. Their view dependent polarization solution was
later extended for multi-view capture [GFT∗11]. Close to our work,
Ghosh et al. [GCP∗10] have proposed measurement of the com-
plete Stokes parameters of reflected circularly polarized uniform il-
lumination to recover detailed reflectance parameters including in-
dex of refraction and specular roughness. We demonstrate these ap-
pearance parameters can be estimated from just the three linear po-
larizer measurements for planar samples without requiring a circu-
lar polarizer measurement. Also related is the work of Miyazaki et
al. [MTHI03], who employ linear polarization imaging under unpo-
larized illumination coupled with inverse rendering in order to esti-
mate shape, albedo and specular roughness of a homogeneous con-
vex object. Our work is closest to and builds upon that of Riviere
et al. [RRFG17] who employ similar near-Brewster angle polariza-
tion imaging for surface reflectometry in uncontrolled outdoor en-
vironments. They however require multiview imaging for surface
normals and a light probe measurement for inverse rendering to es-
timate specular roughness. We instead show how controlled near-
field display illumination simplifies SVBRDF measurements of
planar samples. Toisoul et al. [TDG18] have also employed similar
polarization measurements for printed holographic samples. How-
ever, they focus on estimating spatially varying diffraction grating
orientation instead of SVBRDFs.

Shape from polarization has been previously studied in the vi-
sion literature, with the angle of polarization determining the direc-
tion perpendicular to the plane of incidence. This is usually com-
bined with the degree of polarization which reaches an extremum
at Brewster angle for specular polarization [TVC07, SSIK99].
Shape from polarization has also been studied for diffuse polar-
ization [AH06]. We account for both types of polarization to obtain
partial information of the surface normal from our measurements.

Recent work of Baek et al. has extensively studied polariza-
tion characteristics of surface reflectance through complete Mueller
matrix measurements, coupled with inverse rendering using a
pBRDF model that includes diffuse and specular polarization in
order to estimate spatially varying BRDFs of objects [BJTK18]
and dense pBRDF measurements of homogenous material sam-
ples [BZK∗20]. These methods are very powerful in the range of
material appearance parameters that can be inferred but require
rather complex measurement setups and significantly large num-
ber of measurements. Instead, we show SVBRDFs of planar sam-
ples can be resolved with a much simpler polarization measurement
process. Polarization cues have also been exploited recently in con-
junction with deep learning to estimate surface normals [BGW∗20]
and full SVBRDF parameters of 3D objects [DLG21]. Our method
directly estimates all SVBRDF parameters without requiring any
deep learning while keeping the number of required measurements
to a minimum.
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Figure 2: Measurement setup diagram.

3. Method

3.1. Measurement Setup

Our proposed setup for SVBRDF measurement of planar isotropic
samples consists of a tripod mounted DSLR camera (Canon 850D)
with a lens-mounted linear polarizer observing the sample from a
distance d = 1.0m at near Brewster angle of incidence. Here, we de-
fine the Brewster angle as that of an average dielectric material with
refractive index η = 1.45 such that the camera view vector forms
an incident angle equal to Brewster angle θB = arctan(1.45) with
the up vector (0,0,1). The sample is illuminated with a near-field
display, an iPad Pro tablet screen in our case, from the mirror reflec-
tion direction with respect to the camera view (see Fig. 2). We pre-
fer the display to be near-field instead of far-field in order to cover a
larger sample with direct illumination from a tablet and also to have
brighter illumination on the sample. We employ auto-exposure-
bracketing on the camera for HDR imaging for higher quality mea-
surements, and manually rotate the polarizer on the camera for po-
larization imaging of the observed surface reflectance.

We assume the illumination from the display to be unpolar-
ized and exploit the polarization property of Brewster angle re-
flection for surface relectance analysis similar to the approach
of [RRFG17]. We note that the screen of the iPad Pro tablet we em-
ploy is circularly polarized. However, for linear polarization mea-
surements of reflectance on a dielectric surface, this is equivalent to
unpolarized illumination. At near Brewster angle of incidence,the
Fresnel reflectivity coefficient R∥ for a dielectric should be close to
zero. Similarly to unpolarized illumination, this renders circularly
polarized illumination to reflect as completely linearly polarized
(R⊥) at Brewster angle [GCP∗10], and this a property that we ex-
ploit for reflectance analysis in our setup.

3.2. Specular and Diffuse Albedo

We illuminate the sample with a specific illumination pattern from
the screen designed for uniform specular reflectance over the sam-
ple surface. We compute this pattern, which we refer to as the
albedo pattern, using simulation of the near-field illumination from
the screen on a smooth planar dielectric surface using Mitsuba
2 [NDVZJ19]. The albedo pattern creates a slight vertical gradient
of intensity (with a low slope) across the screen which results in rel-
atively even specular reflectance over a fixed area of measurement.

(a) IH (b) IV

Figure 3: Colorchart and a black plastic comb employed as refer-
ence calibration objects for diffuse and speclar reflectance respec-
tively. We note diffuse polarization effects on the diffuse squares of
the colorchart where the IV measurement is brighter than IH.

We carry out three linear polarization measurements of surface re-
flectance under the albedo illumination pattern with the polarizer
oriented at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ respectively. We refer to these images
in the following as IH, I45 and IV respectively.

For specular and diffuse separation and albedo estimation, we
need to consider only the IH and IV images. Since specular re-
flectance at near Brewster angle is completely ⊥ polarized, IV
is almost completely diffuse. On the other hand, IH contains
strong specular signal of the R⊥ specular component. Riviere et
al. [RRFG17] have previously proposed polarization difference
imaging (IH - IV) to isolate the R⊥ specular component under
the assumption of equal amounts of mostly unpolarized diffuse re-
flectance in both IH and IV. While this assumption may hold for
the case of hemispherical environmental illumination in outdoor
environments, in our case we have a strong directional illumination
from the tablet display. We observe measureable diffuse polariza-
tion effects in surface reflectance with our setup, which is consistent
with previous studies on diffuse polarization [AH06]. This results
in diffuse reflectance being brighter in the IV image (maxima of
diffuse polarization) and darker in the IH image (minima of diffuse
polarization). We measured this diffuse polarization effect due to
the screen illumination on the diffuse white/gray squares of a color
checker chart and found the diffuse intensity reduces by up to 12%
in IH compared to IV, and that the reduction in intensity follows a
sinusoid with rotation angle of the polarizer (see Fig. 3). Thus, iso-
lation of R⊥ specular component cannot be obtained from a simple
difference imaging but requires a scaled difference:

R⊥ = IH − IV ∗ γ, (1)

where the diffuse scaling γ varies along a sinusoid from 1.0 to
0.88 with polarizer orientation at 90◦ (IV) to 0◦ (IH). Account-
ing for diffuse polarization variation in the polarization difference
imaging allows us to isolate the R⊥ specular reflectance more ac-
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(a) Uneven diffuse in IV (b) Even diffuse albedo

Figure 4: Measured uneven diffuse in IV (a), and normalized dif-
fuse albedo (b).

curately which improves subsequent estimation of refractive index
η described next.

3.2.1. Specular calibration

Given the estimated R⊥, we follow [RRFG17] to estimate the re-
fractive index η from the Brewster angle measurement as η =√

1+
√

R⊥′

1−
√

R⊥′ . Here R⊥
′ is the scaled Brewster angle specular re-

flectance where the scaling factor is obtained using a calibration
target. We employ a smooth black plastic surface (a black plas-
tic comb) with a known refractive index of ηplastic = 1.45 for this
specular reflectance calibration. Finally, we obtain R0 the Fresnel
specular reflectance at normal incidence from η as:

R0 = (
1−η

1+η
)2. (2)

R0 is the estimated specular albedo ρs for rendering.

3.2.2. Diffuse calibration

Similar to the specular reflectance calibration, we also need to cali-
brate the diffuse reflectance observed in IV. We employ an IV mea-
surement of the white/gray squares on a color checker chart for
this absolute diffuse reflectance calibration. However, despite this
global intensity scaling wrt color chart, the calibrated diffuse mea-
surement IV is not the diffuse albedo. This is because the measure-
ment is under the specular albedo illumination pattern which, while
creating a uniform specular reflectance over the sample, creates an
uneven diffuse reflectance over the sample surface (see Fig. 4, a).
We normalize this uneven brightness of diffuse reflectance over the
sample surface using a pre-computed lookup table of diffuse bright-
ness variation over a spatial extent due to our near-field display il-
lumination. We pre-compute this lookup table using simulation in
Mitsuba 2. Fig. 4 (b) shows the diffuse intensity after lookup table
based normalization which can be employed as the diffuse albedo
ρd for rendering.

3.3. Specular Roughness from Polarization

One of the principal contributions of our work is the estimation
of spatially varying specular roughness from polarization measure-
ments. We employ Cook-Torrance BRDF model in our work and

(a) R⊥ (b) R0 (c) Power func.

Figure 5: Measured R⊥ (a), estimated R0 (b), and a power visual-
ization function of their ratio providing cue for specular roughness
(c).

Figure 6: R⊥/R0 variation due to increasing specular roughness
σ at various refractive indices η ∈ [1.3, 1.45, 1.8].

define specular roughness σ in terms of the slope of the microfacets
of the Beckmann distribution.

Given the measurement of perpendicular polarized specular re-
flectance at Brewster angle R⊥, and the corresponding estimate
of reflectance at normal incidence R0 via the estimate of refrac-
tive index η (Eq.2), we make the novel observation that the ratio
R⊥/R0 provides a cue for specular roughness. Fig. 5 (c) shows
a power visualization function employed to increase contrast and
give a better visualization of R⊥/R0 to illustrate its relation to
specular roughness variation on the sample. The power function
is f (R⊥/R0)=(R⊥/R0/C))8 where C = 4.5 is a maximal value
seen in R⊥/R0 ratio. In order to extract specular roughness values
from the ratio, we build a pre-computed look-up table using sim-
ulations in Mitsuba 2. Our simulations indicate that for a fixed in-
dex of refraction η, the ratio R⊥/R0 increases monotonically with
specular roughness, as seen in Fig. 6. For a planar dielectric sam-
ple, each imaged surface point can be independently analysed using
the polarization measurements to estimate the spatially varying in-
dex of refraction and compute the spatially varying ratio R⊥/R0,
which then provides an estimate of specular roughness value via
this lookup table.
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(a) AoLP (3×) (b) Y-gradient ratio

Figure 7: Angle of Linear Polarization (AoLP) (a), and specular
ratio of Y-gradient to uniform illumination (b) providing cues for
the surface normal.

3.4. Surface Normal exploiting Polarization

Similar to previous work on Shape-from-Polarization, we also ex-
ploit the three linear polarizer measurements IH, I45 and IV to ob-
tain cues for the surface normal map. It is well known that the
angle of linear polarization (AoLP) fixes the plane of polariza-
tion containing the surface normal and for an upwards facing pla-
nar surface like in our setup, this also removes the Π-ambiguity
of AoLP. Previous works have either employed multiview imag-
ing for uniquely determining the normal in the plane of inci-
dence [RRFG17], or tried to estimate it from the degree of polar-
ization cue [TVC07, SSIK99]. We found the degree of polarization
to not be a reliable cue in our setup due to it being affected by both
specular and diffuse polarization. Furthermore, we did not measure
much variation in the degree of polarization on planar samples in
order to exploit it as a cue for surface normal.

Hence, we take a practical approach of determining one degree
of freedom of the normal (in spherical coordinates) from the AoLP,
while explicitly doing another measurement under a gradient illu-
mination condition emitted by the tablet display in order to deter-
mine the second degree of freedom of the normal. For each point
on our sample we retrieve two angles α and β illustrated in Fig. 8
which determine the surface normal in spherical coordinates. We
can compute the AoLP shown in Fig. 7 as χ = 0.5∗ arctan(s2/s1),
where s1 and s2 are the linear Stokes parameters that can be deter-
mined from our three linear polarization measurements under the
uniform specular albedo lighting condition. This angle also known
as the ellipticity angle of the polarization ellipse, yields the rotation
of the plane of incidence around the view vector v⃗. Because our sur-
face might naturally have a slight orientation we center the AoLP
values on 0. This shift yields a beta angle varying from −π/2 to
π/2, the first part of our normal map computation.

We obtain the alpha angle through a ratio of specular measure-
ments under a vertical gradient illumination condition and the uni-
form specular albedo illumination condition. Note that the specular
albedo condition is not completely constant and has a small slope to
account for the near-field effects. We further modulate this albedo
condition with a vertical linear gradient to create the gradient illu-
mination and record the specular response using polarization dif-
ference imaging. The ratio of specular intensity on our sample un-
der the y⃗ gradient illumination and the uniform albedo illumination

Figure 8: Normal map coordinate system with α the vertical (in-
plane) normal variation and β the inclination of the plane of inci-
dence.

yields a measure of the surface orientation in the y⃗ direction (actu-
ally the reflection vector), as seen in Fig. 7 (b). We apply f : x 7→
1 - x to this ratio data and then shift the values to [−π

2 ; π

2 ] space,
to obtain our α angle. The last step is conversion from the spheri-
cal coordinates (α, β) to Cartesian coordinates which provides the
specular reflection vector r⃗. Finally, the surface normal n⃗ can be
obtained as the half-vector between r⃗ and the view-vector v⃗ (see
Fig. 1, e).

4. Results

Fig. 16 presents additional examples of SVBRDF maps estimated
for planar samples using our proposed method, similar to the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 1. The method is able to estimate high qual-
ity maps for materials with dark albedo and significant surface
mesostructure variation.

Figs. 9 and 10 present qualitative comparisons of SVBRDF maps
for two different planar samples measured by our method vs. those
measured using polarized second order gradient illumination emit-
ted by a desktop LCD panel [GCP∗09]. As can be seen, the maps
measured by our proposed method are qualitatively quite compara-
ble, and even superior in the case of estimation of specular albedo
and spatially varying specular roughness, while requiring only half
the number of measurements (5 photographs in our case vs 10 pho-
tographs for [GCP∗09]). We note that the diffuse albedo estimated
by our method is slightly brighter due to diffuse polarization in the
IV measurement, while our specular albedo is slightly darker than
that of [GCP∗09] and colorless. This is because the measurement
method of [GCP∗09] includes some polarization preserving single
scattering in the specular albedo. This is why our specular albedo
and roughness maps have more contrast as they do not have any
residual single scattering.

Figs. 11 and 12 present qualitative comparisons of SVBRDF
maps for two different planar samples measured by our method
vs. SVBRDF maps recovered by the neural network of [DAD∗18]
from a single flash-lit image. Although the maps extracted by the
network (bottom row) present very consistent maps with contin-
uous normal map variation, they retain artifacts due to the flash
illumination and are very limited in resolution.

We render in Fig. 13 SVBRDF maps obtained by our method,
under an area light source in Mitsuba 2. The scene configuration
is identical to the real-life measurement setup. We compare these
renderings to photographs of the samples lit by a uniform tablet
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Figure 9: Comparison of estimated SVBRDF maps using our
method (top row) vs. [GCP∗09] (bottom row)

Figure 10: Comparison of estimated SVBRDF maps using our
method (top row) vs. [GCP∗09] (bottom row)

screen illumination. It is noticeable that on larger samples, such as
the red book on the second row, incident angles grow further away
from Brewster angle on the sample’s edges. This leads to a more
difficult separation of diffuse and specular, and therefore a larger
error margin in the estimation of roughness and normal maps. The
observable consequence is blurry specular reflections on the edges
of the larger sample.

4.1. Metallic Surfaces

Fig. 14 and 15 presents partial failure cases for our method of two
samples with significant metallic surface patches – a greeting card
and a book cover. Here, we note that the metallic surface patches el-
liptically polarize incident circularly polarized light from the tablet
screen. We cannot measure this ellipticity with our measurements
since we only employ a linear polarizer on the camera. However,
we do observe that the IV measurement is brighter than the IH mea-
surement for the metallic surfaces which is the opposite behaviour
compared to dielectric surfaces. We employ this as a cue to clas-
sify surface points on the sample as metallic vs dielectric and for
metallic surface points, attribute the surface reflectance to the spec-
ular albedo. However, due to partial polarization measurement, we

Figure 11: Comparison of estimated SVBRDF maps using our
method (top row) vs. [DAD∗18](bottom row)

Figure 12: Comparison of estimated SVBRDF maps using our
method (top row) vs. [DAD∗18](bottom row)

cannot correctly recover the phase and angle of polarization which
affects surface normal estimation. We also do not estimate specu-
lar roughness for the metallic surface patches and instead set the
roughness to a constant value of 0.1.

5. Limitations

Our method has a number of limitations. Due to limited spatial ex-
tent of the near-field display, our setup can only illuminate planar
samples of a limited size and larger samples can have inaccurate
measurements towards the sides and edges which do not receive
direct illumination from the display. The sample size is also lim-
ited by the assumption of near-Brewster angle measurement. Even
if a very large display is employed, for a much larger sample some
parts of the sample would be measured away from the Brewster
angle, compromising the quality of diffuse-specular separation and
subsequent reflectance analysis. Our method is also designed for
isotropic dielectric samples. While we show some examples with
metallic surface patches, the method does not work accurately on
metals. This is because metals elliptically polarize reflected illumi-
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Figure 13: Comparison of photographs (left) to Mitsuba2 ren-
derings (right) created using the SVBRDF maps estimated by our
method

(a) Diff. (b) Spec. (4×) (c) Roughness (d) Normals

Figure 14: Examples of metallic samples measured by our method.
Our method estimates specular albedo for the metallic patches but
does not provide accurate measurements of the surface normal or
specular roughness.

nation which our setup does not account for through the measure-
ments and this affects the surface normal estimate due to ellipticity
effecting the AoLP. We currently only estimate the specular albedo
of such metallic patches, while setting specular roughness to a con-
stant value. Finally, even for dielectric samples, due to the oblique
view on the sample at near-Brewster angle, we do not obtain a good
view of some top edges of the sample due to view foreshortening
which affects the SVBRDF maps we estimate.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a practical method for surface refectometry of
planar SVBRDF samples exhibiting isotropic dielectric reflectance
which significantly reduces the number of measurements. We

(a) Rendering1 (b) Rendering2

Figure 15: Renderings of metallic samples in Fig. 15 under a point
light source from front (a), and from 45◦ above (b).

demonstrate how combination of single-view polarization imag-
ing in conjunction with controlled illumination from a near-field
display can enable estimation of complete set of SVBRDF param-
eters using just five measurements which is near optimal for the
parameters (five unknowns). Our method can be further reduced to
a two-shot capture process using polarization-sensing cameras that
are now commercially available. Furthermore, we demonstrate how
just three linear polarizer measurements under a fixed display illu-
mination can provide high-quality estimates of diffuse and specular
albedo and spatially varying specular roughness, as well as partial
information about the surface normal. Future work can focus on
more accurately resolving metallic reflectance on material samples
as well as extending such a reflectometry approach to anisotropic
samples.
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